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Abstract

This work reviews our recent progress in development of novel optical methods of detection of mycotoxins in direct assay with either specific antibodies or aptamers. The main method in this work was the total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) combined with LSPR transducers based on gold nano-structures produced by annealing of thin gold films. The gold nano-islands produced were characterised with SEM, AFM, UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, and spectroscopic ellipsometry. The combination of TIRE and LSPR offers superior refractive index sensitivity as compared to traditional UV-vis absorption spectroscopy. The limitations of LSPR related to a short evanescent field decay length can be overcome using small-size bio-receptors, such as half-antibodies and aptamers. The achieved sensitivity of detection of mycotoxins in 0.01 ppb level of concentration is sufficient for the use of this method for analysis of agriculture products, food and feed on the presence of mycotoxins. Even higher sensitivity in sub-ppt level was achieved with another optical biosensor developed recently; it is based on optical planar waveguide operating as polarization interferometer (PI). This method is promising for development of portable, highly sensitive, and simple to use biosensors suitable for point-of-need detection of mycotoxins.
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1. Introduction

Mycotoxins are products of metabolism of numerous fungi species which can grow on different agriculture products, such as grains (corn, maize, rice, etc.), nuts, spices, coffee and cocoa beans, dried fruits, etc., at elevated temperatures and high humidity [1]. Therefore, mycotoxins appeared to be quite common contaminants in the above agriculture products and associated food and animal feed [1]. Furthermore, the presence of mycotoxins in animal feed causes their wider distribution in food chain, for example in poultries, meet, and milk [2]. Mycotoxins gained great deal of attention in the last 10-15 years because of their negative impact on human and animal health; many of mycotoxins are toxic, carcinogenic, and endocrine disruptive agents. The examples of three mycotoxins which were actually the subjects of study in this work are given below:

Aflatoxins B1 and M1 (AFT B1 & M1) [3] produced by Aspergillus flavus and A. parasiticus species grown on grains and cereals (maize, rice, wheat, etc.), spices (chilli and black pepper, coriander, turmeric, ginger), tree nuts (almond, pistachio, walnut, coconut, brazil nut); Aflatoxin B1 is one of the most carcinogenic substance known. AFT M1 being a 4-hydroxylated metabolite of AFT B1 is found in caw and sheep milk and milk products.

Ochratoxin A (OTA) [4] produced by Aspergillus ochraceus, A. carbonarius, and Penicillium verrucosum is one of the most abundant contaminant in grain and pork products, coffee, dried grapes, also in wine and beer, [5]. OTA is carcinogenic and neurotoxic for humans, and immunotoxic for animals.

Zearalenone (ZEN) [6] produced by Fusarium or Giberella species grown on crops (maize, barley, oats, wheat, rice, also bread) is a potent oestrogen metabolite causing infertility in swine and poultry.

The danger of mycotoxins was well-recognised worldwide, and recent legislations set quite strict limits for mycotoxins’ content in food and feed [7]. The allowed dosage is slightly varied depending on the type of agriculture products, foods, and feeds. The lowest limits for mycotoxins in single ppb (part per billion) and even below (0.05ppb for baby food) are established in EU, with similar standards in China and Japan, while US legislation is more lenient. More detailed information for particular products is available in [7]. The detection of small mycotoxin molecules (with molecular weight in 300-400 g/mol) in such small concentrations is a formidable task though not impossible. Modern analytical methods of mass-spectroscopy and chromatography are well-capable of detecting mycotoxins in ppt level of concentrations. However such advanced analytical methods are usually expensive and available in specialised laboratories; their use requires highly trained technical and academic personnel which makes the analysis very expensive and time consuming.

Much preferable solution would be portable and easy-to-use biosensor devices suitable for express, in-field detection of mycotoxins. The development of biosensors for mycotoxins has risen sharply in the last decade with a large number of different biosensing technologies been used which were extensively reviewed in [8-13]. According to review in optical biosensing of mycotoxins [10], the traditional SPR method allowed the detection of OTA down to 1.5ng/ml in concentrations, while the use of LSPR in functionalized gold nanoparticles reduced LOD substantially down to 0.04ng/ml. The SPR LODs for AFT B1 and ZON are, respectively, of 0.2 ng/ml and 0.3 ng/ml. Electrochemical detection of mycotoxins reviewed in [11] appeared to be more sensitive, for example LOD of 0.5 ng/ml for OTA detection with impedance spectroscopy; the use of aptamers in electrochemical detection of mycotoxins allowed decreasing LOD to 0.03 - 0.8 ng/ml for OTA, and 0.01 ng/ml for AFT B1.

Our contribution to development optical biosensors for mycotoxins was in the use of total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) [14-17]. More detailed description of TIRE will be given in the following sections below. Briefly, this method is based on a combination of highly sensitive spectroscopic ellipsometry instrumentation with convenient Kretchmann SPR geometry. The TIRE
method, which is based on optical phase detection, appeared to be much more sensitive than conventional SPR and thus extremely suitable for detection of low molecular weight analytes such as mycotoxins [15].

In this work, we developed the TIRE method further by combining it with the effect of LSPR (localized surface plasmon resonance). Detailed study of optical properties of gold nano-structures exhibiting LSPR phenomenon is given in this work followed by a series of bio-sensing tests of detection of several previously mentioned mycotoxins, e.g. aflatoxin, ochratoxin, and zearalenone. Another optical phase-sensing method of polarisation interferometry based on planar optical waveguides is proposed here in a view of development of highly sensitive and portable (hand-held) optical biosensor devices suitable for in-field detection of mycotoxins.

2. Bio-receptors for detection of mycotoxins

Before going into details of optical techniques of TIRE, LSPR, and PI, which act as optical transducers converting bio-chemical processes into measurable optical parameters, it will be useful to discuss the bio-chemical aspects of detection of mycotoxins. The actual “detection” and “recognition” of our analytes of interest, e.g. mycotoxins, is achieved with the use of bio-receptors which are capable of their selective binding. The most common bio-receptors are antibodies which can be produced against particular targets, in our case mycotoxins. Bio-sensors based on the use of antibodies, usually called immunosensors, are the most common in optical biosensing. Antibodies are typically immobilized on the surface of optical transducers (metal films, optics fibers, nano-particles, etc.) using well-developed immobilization routes including covalent binding, electrostatic binding, encapsulation into polymer matrix, etc. Although, the strongest and thus the most stable covalent biding is commonly used in majority of optical immunosensors, in our work we used more simple method of electrostatic immobilization of antibodies which is the second strongest after covalent binding. A shown in Figure 1, IgG type of antibodies being negatively charged at pH 7-8 can be electrostatically bound to a positively charged layer of polycations, such as poly-allylamine hydrochloride (PAH) or poly-ethylenimine (PEI) previously adsorbed on the transducer surface [18]; in this case IgG molecules are randomly oriented (Fig. 1a). Much better results (tripled sensitivity) can be obtained with the use of an intermediate body, i.e. proteins G or A (depending on the type of IgG used), which are electrostatically immobilized first on PAH (or PEI) layer followed by adsorption of IgG molecules having a binding site at the second domain to protein A (or G) [15]. In this case, IgG molecules are mostly oriented “vertically” with their Fab-fragments available for binding analyte molecules as shown in Fig. 1b.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** (a) Randomly oriented antibodies immobilized directly on polycation layer; (b) vertically oriented antibodies immobilized via intermediate layer of protein G (or A).

The electrostatic immobilization of proteins including antibodies proved to be successful in our previous research [14-17], and we also used it in the current work. The immobilization procedure described previously in [14-18] was simple and consisted of consecutive immersions (injections) of PAH (1mg/ml aqueous solution for 15-20 min, protein A (or G) (0.01mg/ml solution in 35mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5 for 15 min, and IgG-based antibodies (typically 1μg/ml solution in Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.5 for 15 min.) with intermediate 3-times rinsing with de-ionized water (after PAH) and Tris/HCl buffer.
As shown schematically in Figure 2, a simple splitting IgG-based antibodies by cutting di-sulphide bonds between two heavy chains through treatment with 2-mercaptoethylamine (stage 1) has resulted in two half-antibodies with thiol groups available for subsequent covalent binding on the surface of gold (stage 2) [19]. According to this study, the other di-sulphide bonds as well as fab-fragments in IgG are not affected. The half-antibodies for aflatoxin B1 were used in the current work; the immobilization protocol was similar to that described in [19].

Another possibility resulting in even smaller bio-receptors lies in the use of so-called nano-bodies which are just the variable fragments VL or VH of IgG-based antibodies [20] or variable fragments of camelid antibodies [21].

Another type of bio-receptors commonly used these days instead of antibodies are aptamers. Aptamers are synthetic oligonucleotide or peptide molecules that reproduce a similar to antibodies function, i.e. specific binding of particular target molecules. Aptamers are typically based on RNA or DNA oligonucleotides of particular sequence complementary to that of target molecules [22]; they are assembled from a vast pool of amino acids using the SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) procedure. Aptamers have a number of advantages over traditional antibodies which include better stability, much simpler and more ethical (without the use of immunization of small animals) synthesis, and, not least, the lower price. The popularity of using aptamers as bio-receptors has rocketed in the last decade, and nowadays aptamers were commercially produced by specification for a wide range of targets. The presence of a thiol group at one end allowed simple immobilization of aptamers on gold, the other end could be either label-free or may contain functional groups, i.e. redox groups or luminophores (see Figure 3). The aptamers change their conformation (in simple terms, wrapped around the target molecules) upon binding.

Aptamers labelled with redox groups were successfully used for electrochemical detection of OTA [23]. Recently, we used similar anti-OTA aptamers, though without label, in combination with the TIRE method, and achieved the detection of OTA down to 0.01 ng/ml concentrations [24].

In the current work, we used non-labeled aptamers (from Microsynth, Switzerland) for AFT B1 having the following nucleotide sequence:
SH-5'-GTTGGGCACGTGTGTCTCTCGGTTCGCTAGGCCACACACA-3' with SH group at 5' (or C5) terminal and label-free terminal 3' (or C3).

The immobilization of aptamers on gold surface was carried out following the procedure described in detail in [23, 24]: the original 100 µM aptamer solution was mixed with 2 mM of 1,4-Dithiothreitol diluted in 100 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) containing 2mM of MgCl₂, the latter was used to protect aptamers from self-coiling [23, 24]. Before immobilization, the liquid aptamer samples were activated by quick (5 min) heating up to 90°C followed by 5 min cooling to 4°C using thermo-cycling PCR unit. Immobilization was carried out by casting aptamer solution onto gold coated slides; the immobilization time was 4 hours at room temperature in moist atmosphere. The unreacted oligonucleotide was removed from the gold slides by several rinsing stages with HEPES/MgCl₂ buffer. The immobilized aptamers are prone to self-coiling. In order to prevent that and keep aptamers active, the gold coated glass slides with immobilized aptamers were kept in HEPES/MgCl₂ buffer. The samples with immobilized aptamers were quite stable and keep their functionality for few weeks. Interestingly, the old samples with immobilized aptamers could be reactivated by thermo-cycling in PCR machine.

3. Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE)

The method of TIRE, which was proposed by Arvin [25] and later developed further in our research group [14-17], combines the advantages of high precision spectroscopic ellipsometry instrumentation and experimental convenience of Kretchmann SPR. Our experimental set-up, shown schematically in Figure 4a, is based on J.A. Woollam M2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer with the addition of 68° prism through which the light is coupled to thin (25nm) of gold deposited on a microscopic glass slide.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. (a) Schematic diagram of TIRE experimental set-up; (b) typical TIRE spectra of Ψ and Δ for 25nm thick Au film deposited on glass [16]; and series of Δ spectra recorded on bare Au (1) and after adsorption of PAH (2), protein A (3), antibodies to ZON (4), and consecutive binding of ZON in concentrations increasing from 0.1ng/ml to 1µg/ml (5-9) [16].
The main advantage of TIRE is the use of two ellipsometric parameters $\Psi$ and $\Delta$, which are related, respectively, to the ratio of amplitudes and phase shift of p- and s- components of polarized light ($\tan \Psi = A_p / A_s$, $\Delta = \phi_p - \phi_s$) as compared to SPR operating with the amplitude of p- polarized light. As one can see from Figure 4b, the spectrum of $\Psi$ resembles typical SPR curve with the minimum at about 800 nm corresponding to plasmon resonance, while the spectrum of $\Delta$ exhibits a sharp drop of phase near the resonance. The ellipsometry data modeling showed that the parameter $\Delta$ is about 10 times more sensitive to changes in the film thickness and refractive index as compared to $\Psi$ [15]. In other words, the method of TIRE appeared to be 10 times more sensitive than conventional SPR.

As shown in Figure 4c, deposition of molecular layers of PAH, protein A, and antibodies causes a progressive "red" shift of $\Delta$-spectra associated with the increase in the molecular layer thickness which in turn correlated to the size (or mass) of molecules. Similarly, binding of mycotoxin molecules to specific antibodies causes a noticeable “red” spectral shift which could be calibrated against the concentration of analyte molecules, and thus served as a sensor response. It has to be noted that TIRE spectroscopic scans were carried out in the same Tris/HCl (pH 7.5) buffer solution after purging 1ml (5 times of a cell volume) of buffer through the cell; this was to remove non-specifically bound toxin molecules.

Alternatively, the ellipsometry data fitting can be carried out in order to evaluate the thickness of the adsorbed molecular layer as a physical measure of molecular adsorption. Such data fitting was performed with J.A.Woollam software using a four-layer model, which was described in details earlier [15]. In our research we usually perform TIRE data fitting which provides high accuracy of thickness measurements down 0.01nm.

Our previous research in detection of several different mycotoxins (T2, aflatoxin B1, and zearalenone) was successful, and allowed the detection of the above mycotoxins in low concentrations down to 0.1ng/ml (or 0.1ppb) in direct immunoassay with specific (whole) antibodies electrostatically immobilized on gold surface [14-17], while competitive immunoassay yielded lower LDL of 0.01ng/ml [16]. The time of analysis, excluding immobilization of antibodies takes about 10-15 min. It has to be noted that competitive immunoassay, despite of its higher sensitivity, is more expensive (since required large amount of antibodies) and takes longer time. The method of TIRE appeared to be particularly useful for detection of low molecular weight analytes such as mycotoxins, and the achieved LDL in 0.1 ppb fits well to high demands of EU legislation. These results were particularly impressive because of the use of a simple and inexpensive direct immunoassay format.

4. Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and its application in biosensing.

The phenomenon of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is related to interaction of external electromagnetic waves with localized surface plasmons, e.g. oscillations of free electrons, confined into small volumes comparable with the wavelength of light. LSPR is typically observed in metal nano-structures, for example nanoparticles, as an absorption band in a visible spectral range. The phenomenon of LSPR has been described theoretically by Mie more than a century ago (well before the quantum mechanics was established) as a light scattering on conductive (metal) spherical particles of dimensions comparable with the wavelength of light. This effect known as Mie scattering [26] is described by the following dispersion characteristic of light absorption:

$$
\sigma_{ext} = \frac{9V\varepsilon_m^{3/2}}{c} \frac{\omega\varepsilon^*(\omega)}{[\varepsilon'(\omega) + 2\varepsilon_m] + \varepsilon^*(\omega)^2},
$$

where $\sigma_{ext}$ is the extinction cross-section, $\varepsilon'(\omega)$ and $\varepsilon^*(\omega)$ are dispersions of the real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity of metal, respectively, $\varepsilon_m$ is the dielectric permittivity of the
medium, and $V$ is the particle volume. The extinction maximum (resonance) is achieved when 
\[ \varepsilon'(\omega) = 2\varepsilon_m(\varepsilon' \text{ is negative for metals}). \]
Therefore, the position of LSPR band depends on the medium refractive index. The latter fact actually constitutes the main principle of LSPR biosensing: small changes in the refractive index due to molecular adsorption cause the “red” spectral shift of the LSPR band.

The interest to LSPR has grown dramatically recently due to its possible applications in biosensing, and was also stimulated by fast evolution of nanotechnology which is now capable of producing different types of metal nanostructures. For a while, LSPR was only observed in metal nanoparticles [27, 28], then many other types of LSPR nanostructures such as nano-rods [29, 30], nano-islands [31, 32], nano-holes [33, 34], appeared in recent years. Such nanostructures could be mono- or poly-dispersed in terms of their dimensions; their spatial distribution could be either random or ordered. The 2D ordered metal nano-structures can be produced using different types of nanolithography, i.e. electron beam lithography [35], interference lithography [36], and nano-sphere lithography [37]. Noble metals such as gold and silver are commonly used for the formation of nano-structures; aluminum and copper were also used. Although Ag nano-structures have the best LSPR characteristics, e.g. the sharp plasmon resonance [28], gold nano-structures are the most popular due to the chemical stability of gold and well-developed thiol-chemistry of immobilization of proteins on gold surface [34, 36]. The theory of LSPR has been developed further using the concept of quantum confinement of surface plasmons in different metal nano-structures of different dimensions and shapes, and now appeared as a new the subject of quantum plasmonics [38-40]. The appearance of multiple LSPR peaks can be explained by quantization of plasmons in different directions [40].

The applications of LSPR in bio-sensing have become very attractive recently mainly because of potentially extremely high sensitivity of LSPR bio-sensors [34, 40-42]. The term “single molecule detection” has become associated with LSPR bio-sensors. Another attraction is deceivingly simple instrumentation for LSPR biosensing; a simple UV-vis spectrometer with the cuvette filled with gold nanoparticles functionalized with specific antibodies can be capable of detection of the analytes of interest. In reality, the sensitivity of such LSPR biosensors is rather poor. Although, the adsorption of a single protein molecule on a metal nanoparticle may indeed cause a substantial shift of the LSPR band, in reality the light beam of few square millimeters probes millions of such particles, and the resulted spectral shift may be unnoticeable. As a result such simple LSPR biosensors are capable of detection of large protein molecules in ppm concentration range [43]; and the detection of small molecules is only possible in competitive or sandwich immunoassay formats [43]. True single molecule detection was achieved only recently using extremely fast camera capable of capturing the light scattered by individual metal nano-rods passing through microfluidic channels [44]; these experiments are quite unique and require expensive optical equipment.

5. Fabrication and characterization of gold nano-islands, LSPR/TIRE combination.

One of the easiest methods of making gold nano-structures is annealing of thin gold films which results in the formation of gold nano-islands due to de-wetting processes [45]. Typical annealing temperatures are around 500 °C and duration for 1 to 2 hours. In order to improve the adhesion of gold on glass a thin (2-3nm) layer of Cr has to be evaporated first [46]. Alternatively, the annealing at slightly high temperatures (550 °C) and longer time (up to 10 hours) can be used, resulting in stable gold nano-islands embedded into a glass matrix [32]. The latter method was eventually selected in our work after exploring different regimes of gold evaporation and annealing.

A series of samples were prepared by evaporating gold of different thicknesses of 4, 5, 6, and 10 nm on microscopic glass slides preliminary cleaned in piranha solution. The evaporation was carried
out in Edwards 360 unit at the vacuum of $10^{-6}$ Tor. The nano-islands were formed by annealing at 550°C for 10 hours.

The samples produced were characterized with SEM (FEI-Nova, NanoSEM 200), AFM (Nanoscope IIIa, Bruker), UV-vis absorption spectroscopy (Cary 50, Varian), and spectroscopic ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam, M2000). Typical SEM and AFM images of nano-islands produced by annealing of 5nm thick gold film are shown in Figure 5 [46]. The analysis of SEM images for all samples studied given in Table 1 showed gradual increase in both the average diameter and average thickness of gold nano-islands with the increase in the nominal thickness of Au films.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Typical SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of Au nano-islands [46].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Au film thickness</th>
<th>4 nm</th>
<th>5 nm</th>
<th>6 nm</th>
<th>8 nm</th>
<th>10 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Island height (nm)</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>12.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>9.6 ± 2.5</td>
<td>13.9 ± 2.4</td>
<td>34.1 ± 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island diameter (nm)</td>
<td>29.9 ± 6.6</td>
<td>35.0 ± 12.0</td>
<td>71.7 ± 12.6</td>
<td>68.2 ± 10.7</td>
<td>90.9 ± 25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The results of AFM image analysis of gold nano-structures.

The UV-vis absorption spectra of annealed thin Au films showed a pronounced LSPR peak in the middle of visible spectral range position of which is gradually shifted to high wavelengths upon increasing in the nominal film thickness [46]. More detailed study of optical properties of nano-structured Au films was carried out using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Typical ellipsometry spectra of gold nano-structures produced are shown in Figure 6. $\Psi$ spectra resemble SPR curves with the minima corresponding to plasmon resonance, while $\Delta$ spectra have a characteristic drop of phase near plasmon resonance.

![Figure 6](image)
Spectroscopic ellipsometry spectra of a series of gold nano-structures made from different nominal films thicknesses: (a) $\Psi$ spectra; (b) $\Delta$ spectra.

Ellipsometry data fitting was carried out using J.A. Woollam CompleteEase software. The nanostructured gold film was modelled by a combination of Drude dispersion function and three additional Gaussian oscillators; two of them ($E_x$ and $E_y$) have similar energies around 2 eV and most likely correspond to quantization of plasmons in lateral directions (x, y) of Au nano-islands, while the third one ($E_z$) around 5 eV may corresponds to plasmons’ quantization in vertical direction (z), e.g. the thickness of Au nano-islands. The resulted values of the average gold film thickness as well as the Gaussian oscillator energies are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The results of ellipsometry data fitting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal thickness (nm)</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured thickness (nm)</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>16.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_x$ (eV)</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>2.179</td>
<td>2.175</td>
<td>2.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_y$ (eV)</td>
<td>2.145</td>
<td>2.032</td>
<td>2.034</td>
<td>1.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_z$ (eV)</td>
<td>5.174</td>
<td>4.309</td>
<td>6.039</td>
<td>1.778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As one can see, the obtained values of gold film thickness, which is an average of the thickness of nano-islands and the empty space between them, correlate reasonably with the nominal thickness of Au films. The dispersion characteristics of refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) obtained by ellipsometry data fitting are given in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Dispersion characteristics of $n$ (a) and $k$ (b) obtained by ellipsometry data fitting. Inset shows the dependence of the position of LSPR peak on the actual gold film thickness.

The resulted spectra of $n$ and $k$ are Kramers-Kronig consistent, e.g. peaks on $k$-spectra, which correspond to LSPR, coincide with the largest gradient on $n$-spectra. The inset in Fig. 7a shows linear increase in the LSPR position against the actual gold film thickness. The LSPR peak positions are very close to those found with UV-vis absorption spectroscopy [46].

Both UV-vis absorption spectroscopy and spectroscopic ellipsometry show features associated with LSPR. The refractive index sensitivities (RIS) of these two experimental methods were compared by carrying out measurements in media of different refractive indices [46]. The results surprisingly showed higher RIS values for ellipsometry measurements. The RIS$_{SE}$/RIS$_{Abs}$ ratio increases from 2.15 for larger Au nano-islands (nominal thickness of 10nm) up to of 3.27 for small Au nano-islands (nominal thickness of 4nm) [46]. These experimental facts can be understood considering multiple reflections of light in ellipsometry (three reflections are essential) as compared to a single interaction in absorption spectroscopy. Therefore the reflected electromagnetic wave can probe several nano-islands, which explains the dependence on the island size.

Another interesting property of metal nano-structures is much shorter evanescent field decay length as compared to that in total internal reflection geometry [43]. The experimental study of that effect was carried out by monitoring the LSPR spectral shift during deposition of polyelectrolyte layers, i.e. PAH and PSS [47]. The saturation of the spectral shift observed experimentally fits into rising exponential function, thus allowing the evaluation of the decaying length. It appeared that the evanescent field decay length varies from 16 nm for small Au-nano-islands (4nm nominal thickness) up to 31nm for large Au nano-islands (10nm nominal thickness) [47]. Such values are much smaller that evanescent decay length of 100-200 nm in traditional SPR experiments. This fact has serious implications on LSPR biosensing, particularly on the dimensions of bio-receptors used.

6. Detection of mycotoxins using a combination of LSPR/TIRE.

The superior RIS of ellipsometry inspired us to use TIRE geometry for LSPR bio-sensing. However, our initial attempts of using LSPR/TIRE combination for detection of aflatoxin B1 in direct immunoassay with specific whole antibodies electrostatically immobilized on the surface of gold nano-islands were not successful [48]. The spectral shift of $\Delta$ was observed only at concentrations of AFT B1 of 1ng/ml (1 ppb) and saturated quickly at about 100ng/ml (100ppb) [48]. The sensitivity was 2 orders of magnitude lower than that in our traditional TIRE biosensing.
using continuous 25nm thick Au layers [17]. The explanation of that was in the use of large size bio-receptors, e.g. whole IgG-based antibodies electrostatically immobilized via layers of protein A and PAH, with the thickness of bio-receptor layer being comparable or even larger than the evanescent field decay length of 20 nm for Au nano-structures with the nominal thickness of 5nm used in these measurements.

As was expected, the use of small size bio-receptors, such as half-antibodies immobilized on the surface of gold via native thiol groups (see Figure 2), yields much better results in LSPR/TIRE method [49]. The TIRE measurements on detection of AFT B1 in direct immunoassay with respective half-antibodies immobilized on the surface of gold nano-islands revealed progressive “red” shift of Δ spectra (see Figure 8a). Figure 8b showed a monotonous increase of the spectral shift with the increase in concentration of AFT B1 with a trend of saturation at high concentrations of 1μg/ml. A substantial spectral shift of about 2.5 nm was recorded upon binding of 0.01 ng/ml (the lowest concentration used in this work) of AFT B1 [49]. The non-specific binding of AFT B1 was eliminated by rinsing the cell with buffer after each binding step, as was described earlier. Considering the accuracy of TIRE spectral measurements of about 0.1nm it can be concluded that much lower (at list by one order of magnitude) concentration of AFT B1 can be detected with the combination of TIRE and LSPR.

The study of the aflatoxin/aptamer binding kinetics which was carried out by performing dynamic spectral measurements and subsequent data analysis described in detail previously in [14-17, 49, 50] allowed the evaluation of the association (K_A) and affinity (K_D) constants. The values for half-antibodies specific to AFT B1 were found as K_A = 4.6 x 10^7 (mol^-1) and K_D = 2.1 x 10^-8 (mol), which are very similar to respective values for whole antibodies [17]. This proved once again, that Fab-fragments of antibodies are not affected by splitting di-sulphide bonds in the constant domain.

Similarly successful results were obtained on LSPR/TIRE detection of AFT B1 in aptamer assay [50]. Aptamers specific to AFT B1 were immobilized on Au nano-islands of nominal thickness of 5nm as described earlier in section 2. As shown in Figure 10a, binding of AFT B1 molecules to aptamers caused the “blue” shift of Δ spectra (the opposite to the “red shift” for antibodies), which corresponds to the reduction in the molecular layer thickness. Indeed, the calibration curve on Fig. 10b obtained by TIRE data fitting shows the reduction in the aptamer layer thickness from its initial value of 2.09nm down to 1.8nm upon binding of AFT B1 caused by aptamers wrapping around their target (see illustration in Fig. 3). Considering the accuracy of ellipsometry thickness measurements of 0.01nm, the 0.03nm reduction in the aptamer layer thickness (from 2.09 nm to

**Figure 9.** (a) Series of TIRE Δ spectra recorded on 5nm Au nanostructures upon binding AFT B1 of different concentrations to split antibodies, (b) calibration curve for AFT B1 [49].
2.06nm) as a result of binding of 0.01ng/ml of AFT B1, 3 times high than the thickness resolution can define the LDL as 0.01ng/ml. The saturation of the response was observed at much smaller concentrations of AFT B1 of about 10ng/ml. This situation could be improved and the dynamic range of detection extended if we use higher concentration of aptamers.

The binding kinetics yielded the values of $K_A = 3.12 \times 10^7$ (mol$^{-1}$) and $K_D = 3.2 \times 10^{-8}$ (mol) for anti-AFT B1 aptamers [49] which is very similar to corresponding values of whole [16] and halved [49] monoclonal antibodies to AFT B1. It proves once again the high specificity of aptamers towards binding their specific targets.

The use of aptamers as small size bio-receptors for mycotoxins suits perfectly to LSPR/TIRE method. The other advantages of aptamers are their high stability and relative simplicity of immobilization. The immobilization of aptamers can be done in advance, and the samples with immobilized aptamers can be kept in binding buffer (containing MgCl$_2$ salt) in the fridge for weeks. In case of losing functionality, the immobilized aptamers can be reactivated by thermo-cycling in PCR unit as described in section 2.

**7. Miniaturisation of optical biosensors: planar waveguide biosensors**

The problem of optical detection of small toxin molecules seemed to be resolved; the method of TIRE which is based on optical phase detection is capable of detection of mycotoxins down to 10 ppt concentrations and perhaps even below. The use of small size bio-receptors is beneficial, particularly for LSPR. However, the spectroscopic ellipsometry is still lab-based equipment, bulky, expensive, and not easy to use. What shell we do to fulfill the current demands of portable biosensors suitable for point-of need analysis? The answer lies in the use optical sensors based on phase detection, i.e. interferometers. Several recent developments of such devices proved to be successful [51]; they include dual polarization interferometers [52-54], ring-resonators [55], and Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometers [52, 56-58]. Biosensors based on MZ interferometers are perhaps the most popular devices which combine high sensitivity of detection and portable design [52, 56-58]. The development of a monolithic silicon-based MZ biosensor [59, 60] combining the light source, photo-detector, and multichannel waveguide equipped with microfluidic is particularly promising for point-of-need sensor development.

The biosensor explored in this work is based on a planar waveguide similar to that used in MZ devices but with much simpler design. The proposed sensor design is shown schematically in Figure 11. Instead of two arms in MZ interferometer, we use a single waveguide channel made of Si$_3$N$_4$ 200 nm thick layer sandwiched between two much thicker (1-3 mm) SiO$_2$ layers with a sensing window etched in the top SiO$_2$ layer. The biosensing molecular layer can be deposited in
the sensing window. A circularly polarized light is coupled through the slant edge of the waveguide and propagates at a steep angle of 47° due to a large difference in refractive indices between Si$_3$N$_4$ core (n=2) and SiO$_2$ cladding (n=1.46). Upon the propagation of polarized light, its p-component is mostly affected by changes in the refractive index (or thickness) in the biosensing layer, while s-component is practically not affected and serves a reference. As a result, a phase shift between p- and s- components of polarized light is developed and can be detected using a polarizer on the output. The resulted output waveform is multi-periodic and could be converted to the time dependence of a phase shift, which constitute the actual sensor response.

The device described above is a polarization interferometer which has been proposed quite long time ago [61, 62] but was not fully explored that time. Similar type of waveguide, though operating as an optrode, was successfully used in the sensor array for detection of traces of heavy metals and pesticides in ppb concentrations [63]. The main advantage of the PI biosensor is its potentially extremely high sensitivity due to a large number of reflections (about 1000 per mm) in the waveguide, and the expected sensitivity is in ppt range of concentration [62].

![Figure 11](image1.png)

**Figure 11.** (a) Design of polarization interferometer based on planar waveguide; (a) output waveform and corresponding phase shift.

The experimental set-up for PI biosensor equipped with the reaction cell and inlet and outlet tubes for injection of solutions to be analysed was built and tested [64]. The refractive index sensitivity was evaluated by injecting liquids of different refractive indices (different concentrations of NaCl) and appeared to be of 5300 rad/RIU which is close to that reported for MZ-based biosensors [51].

Series of biosensing tests on detection of ochratoxin A (OTA) were carried out in direct immuno-assay with specific whole antibodies immobilized electrostatically in the sensing window [65] (the immobilization protocol was described in section 2), and the results are shown in Figure 12.
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**Figure 12.** (a) Output signal recorded during binding 0.01ng/ml of OTA to specific antibodies; (b) corresponding phase shift; (c) concentration dependence of PI sensor response [65].
As an example, a typical multi-periodic output waveform for the smallest concentration (0.01ng/ml) of OTA used and its conversion to the responding phase shifts are shown in Figures 12a and 12b, respectively. Such measurements were carried out by sequential injections of OTA in progressively increased concentrations with intermediate washings out of non-specifically bound toxins by purging buffer solution through the cell. The results for all OTA concentrations studied were summarized in Fig. 12c as a phase shift vs. OTA concentration. The accuracy of phase shift evaluation is about ¼ of a period. As one can see, the response (blue pols) increases monotonously with the concentration until 100ng/ml, then the phase shift went slightly down at 1000ng/ml most-likely because of the saturation of binding cites, e.g. antibodies. The process of washing out non-specifically bound OTA is usually resulted in a half-a-period phase shift shown as red pols in Fig. 11c; it went up to a whole period at the largest OTA concentration which is another indication of the saturation of binding cites. The negative control tests were carried out, for example by exposing anti-OTA antibodies to AFT B1toxin; such tests showed no response.

Similar measurements were carried out on the other mycotoxins, i.e. aflatoxin B1 B1 [64] and zearalenone. The results were summarized in Figure 13 as accumulated response (phase shifts of previous exposures were added up and washing out responses subtracted) against the total mycotoxin concentration, e.g. 0.01, 0.11, 1.11, 11.11, 111.11, and 1111.11 (ng/ml).

![Accumulated response of PI sensor for three mycotoxins studied.](image)

Figure 13. Accumulated response of PI sensor for three mycotoxins studied.

All three mycotoxins studied showed similar responses which are expected because of their similar molecular weight. The phase shift monotonously increases with the increase in mycotoxin concentration; a trend of saturation is showing at high concentrations of AFT B1 and OTA. The concentration range for ZON was much smaller. The accuracy of a phase shift evaluation is about 1.57 rad. The lowest concentrations of mycotoxins used was 0.01 ng/ml, however much smaller concentrations can be detected; the LOD value of about 0.002 ng/ml (or 2 pg/ml) could be estimated by linear extrapolation of the graph.

This work is still in progress, and the recent tests which were done using upgraded PI set-up having much higher RIS in the range of 9200 rad/RIU showed the detection of 1pg/ml (1 ppt) of AFT B1 in direct assay with specific aptamer [66].

8. Conclusions

The two optical methods, e.g. total internal reflection ellipsometry combined with LSPR transducers based on nano-structured gold films and planar waveguides operating as polarization interferometer, were explored here for detection of mycotoxins in direct assay with either whole
antibodies, or half-antibodies, or aptamers. A combination of TIRE with LSPR was a success; it allows the detection of low molecular weight analytes, such as mycotoxins, in concentrations down to 0.01 ng/ml (10 ppt) using a simple direct immunoassay format. The limitations of LSPR due to a short evanescent field decay length can be overcome using small bio-receptors, such as half-antibodies and aptamers.

Polarization Interferometer biosensor based on planar waveguides is one of the most promising ways forward towards development of portable and highly sensitive optical biosensors. The PI experimental set-up provides the refractive index sensitivity comparable with MZ interferometer sensors. The detection of mycotoxins in single ppt level of concentrations was achieved. The current PI experimental set-up, though still of a bench-top type, is much smaller (about 30x20x10 cm) and cheaper than the J.A. Woollam spectroscopic ellipsometer which the TIRE is based; it could be scaled down further to a hand-held type of device.

Future work is focused mostly on development of PI-based biosensors including the improvement of the sensor design, data processing, and the use of aptamers as bio-receptors. The detection of mycotoxins in real samples of food is also planned.
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